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1. Introduction

One of the most important aspects of Internet safety is inform of child, parents and teachers about threat 
which appears in a daily life. It should be mentioned that existing educational materials (including 
multimedia video clips and courses) don’t comprise all question’s range connected with the Internet 
safety, and as a rule they are not include testing system with the issue of a certificates after finishing 
course.

Taking into consideration these conditions the participants of the international workshop “Integrated 
aspects of chills protection in the Internet” (April 6-8, 2011, Odessa) noted the it will be useful to create 
the course of the security using of Internet resources by analog of course “Basic Security in the Field” 
(UNDP) for following passing this course by employers of institutes, parents and child.

Ideologically, this course is proposed to be divided into 3 parts:

1. Basic (for preschool and primary school children)

2. Middle (for pupils of 5-9 form)

3. Advanced (for high-school pupils, students, parents and teachers)

Structurally each course will be divided into the thematically modules with testing after each 1-2 modules. 
Each course should be colorfully decorated, contain the text, pictures, photos, video clips, and animated 
films with professional sound records. 

According to the content the courses should differ and be represented according the oriented age 
category of course. With the moving from Basic to the Advanced the concepts can be refined, detailed, 
fitted with additional explanations.

2. Structure of online-courses

2.1 Basic

Module 1: General information about security in the Internet

What is the Internet and how is it arranged? Basic threats (viruses, hackers, worms, etc.). What can you do 
in the Internet? – Useful resources.

Module 2: Rules of communication in the Internet

What you can and can’t report to another people in the Internet? – About benefit and threats of social 
networks; – Decencies in the Internet; How to create yourself in the Internet.

Module 3: About useful and dangerous games

What games to choose and how to play in the Internet? – About possible threat of computer games. The 
Internet slang impact on spoken language. 

2.2 Middle

Module 1: General information about security in the Internet

General information about architecture of the Internet – Existing threads (viruses, hackers, worms, etc.). – 
Useful Internet resources.

Module 2: Rules of communication in the Internet

How to keep literacy, communicating in Internet? Social networks opportunities. What can we write on the 
Internet? – Anonymity in the Internet. – Maintaining of the data confidentiality.

Module 3: Secure entertainment in the Internet

Antivirus software – How don’t become a victim of virtual reality?  How much time spends in the Internet? 
– The Internet slang impact on spoken language. – Pseudo popularity.

Module 4: What can you believe in the Internet? 

What information can be trusted in the Internet? Typical types of frauds – Your rights in the Internet.

Module 5: How to secure yourself in the Internet?

Work through the public networks (WiFi-zones, online-clubs, etc.) or through unfamiliar computer. – 
Antivirus software. How to filter the advertisements and unwanted information? – Who can help in case of 
problems in the Internet?



2.3. Advanced

Module1: General information about security in the Internet

General information about architecture of the Internet – Existing threads (viruses, hackers, worms, etc.) – 
Useful Internet resources – Who deals with security issues in the Internet? Answers to frequently asked 
questions.

Module 2: Rules of communication in the Internet

How to keep literacy, communicating in Internet? – Benefits and damages of social networks – What can 
and can’t we write on the Internet? – Anonymity in the Internet – Maintaining of the data confidentiality.

Module 3: Secure entertainment in the Internet 

Children restriction against watching unwanted resources – Copyright and how to break the law without 
knowing it – How do not become a victim of the virtual reality? – How much time spends in the Internet? – 
The Internet slang impact on spoken language – Pseudo popularity.

Module 4: What can you believe in the Internet?

What information can be trusted in the Internet? Typical types of frauds – Your rights in the Internet – How 
swindlers can earn on you? – How to define swindlers in the Internet?

Module 5: Confidentiality and work through public networks

Work through the public networks (WiFi, online-clubs, etc.) or through unfamiliar computer – 
Confidentiality of visiting resources.

Module 6: Risk assessment and behavior in difficult situations

Who can help in case of problems in the Internet? – Legal base of Internet users – Control of the children 
behavior in the Internet – Threat to the life and health in the Internet. 

Module 7: Methods of the content filtration and the child protection in the Internet

“Freedom of speech” against “child protection”: to filtrate or not? – Basic technologies of the content 
filtering – More popular solutions – Advices about choosing filtration system of the content (for home, 
school, organization).

3. Technical realization of online-courses

The courses contents should be decorated with colorfully illustrations according to the course topic 
prepared by profession painters. Moreover the child’s illustrations may be used in the fragments (for this 
purpose may be held special competition among the pupils).

One of the possible style variant of Basic and Middle may be road rules style with using tricolor signs of 
different forms.
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